Sip tables and stools balance the natural warmth of ash hardwood with the raw temperament of steel to create an inviting lounge space.
Available in 10 different color stains, Sip stools provide the perfect extra seat and a touch of playfulness to any space.
Upholsteries and Finishes

- Haven Textile: Asiatic Lily (Plunk)
- Oona Textile: Teal (Ponder)
- Selva Leather: Storm (Visit)
- Matte Laminate: Nero Ingo (Juxta, Sip, Visit table), Titanio Doha (Sip)

Base Finish:
- Dark Gray (Juxta, Ponder), Onyx (Sip)

Edge Detail:
- Exposed Ply (Juxta, Sip, Visit table)

Wood:
- Blue, Chartreuse, Dark Gray, Fog, Midnight, Natural Ash, Pink, Snow, Yellow, Walnut

Cut sheets, options and pricing available on keihauer.com
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